A semlparametruz two-stage estimation method 1s proposed for the estimation of sample selectlon models which are subject to Toblt-type selectlon rules. With randomlzatlon restrIctIons on the disturbances of the model, all the regresslon coefficients m the model are, in general, ldentlfiable wIthout exclusion restrIctIons The proposed estimator is shown to be X/n-consistent and asymptotlcally normal. Some Monte Carlo results, to demonstrate Its limte sample performance, are provided.
Introduction
Econometric models of discrete choice, limited dependent variables, and sample selection have found interesting applications in empirical studies. Models with parametric distributions, however, may be subject to distributional misspecifications, which might result in inconsistent estimates. Recent research efforts on the estimation of such models have focused on semiparametric methods, which relax parametric distribution assumptions. Semiparametric methods have been proposed for the estimation of sample selection models with discrete choice decision rules. Semiparametric estimation of sample selection models subject to Tobit-type selection rules have not been explicitly considered in the literature.
Tobit-type sample selection models differ from sample selection models with discrete choice rules in that the decision equations in such models are Tobit equations instead of discrete choice equations. An example is a model of female labor supply in Heckman (1974) where y, and y, can be observed only when y, > 0. This model provides much more information than the model with a discrete choice equation for y,, in that the positive values of y, can be observed instead of just the sign of yr. For the semiparametric model with a discrete choice equation for y,, Chamberlain (1986) has shown that, under the assumption that (u, v) is independent of regressors in the model, the identification of b requires exclusion restrictions on the regressors of the y, equation.
Semiparametric methods for estimation of such a model have been suggested in Cosslett (1991) Robinson (1988) , Powell (1987) , Ichimura and Lee (1991) , Newey (1988) , and Lee (1990) . For the model with a Tobit-type selection equation, observability of y, in a continuous range may provide enough restrictions for the identification of /I This article proposes a simple semiparametric two-stage method for the estimation of /I. Given a consistent estimate of a, the bias of the observed outcome equation can be adjusted, and fl can be estimated by a regression procedure. Our procedure differs from the two-stage estimation procedures in Heckman (1976) , Cosslett (1991) , Robinson (1988) and Powell (1987) in the way of constructing the bias adjustment term. Our adjustment term is designed for Tobit-type sample selection models. Under general regularity conditions, our two-stage estimator is &-consistent and asymptotically normal. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the estimation procedure. Regularity conditions for our model are listed in this section. Consistency of the estimator is discussed in section 3. Asymptotic distribution of the estimator is described in section 4. Section 5 provides a consistent estimate of the covariance matrix of the estimator. Several Monte Carlo simulations are performed to investigate the finite sample performance of the proposed estimator. The simulation results are reported in section 6. Appendix 1 summarizes some relevant results for our analysis. Some proofs of asymptotic properties of the estimator are provided in appendix 2.
A two-stage semiparametric estimation procedure
The model considered has two equations. One of them is a Tobit-type selection equation. Let x be a k-dimensional vector of regressors in the model. where a,, and Do are the true parameter column vectors of dimensions k, and k2, respectively. Values of y, and y, are defined on the whole real line, but they can be observed only when yi > 0. Eq. (2.1) is a censored regression model if max{O, y,} and the corresponding x are observable. It will be a truncated regression model if only the positive values of yi and their corresponding x are available. In this article, the disturbances u and v in (2.1) and (2.2) are assumed to be independent of x in the model. If observations of y, are censored, Q, can be estimated by, for example, Powell's least absolute deviations method [Powell ( 1984) ].2 With a truncated sample, the method in Lee (1992) is applicable. Estimation of Do is the remaining issue. In this article, we generalize the semiparametric estimation method in Lee (1992) for the truncated regression model to the estimation of the above sample selection model. Conditional on y, being observable and x, the regression function of y, is E(Y2 I Yl > 0, XI = x2Bo + E(v I u > --ylcfO> x).
(2.
3)
The two-stage estimation method in Powell (1987) and the semiparametric nonlinear least squares method in Ichimura and Lee (1991) have used the 'index property'thatE(vIu > -xlcco,x)isafunctionofx,cco,i.e.E(v~u > -x~c(~,x)= E(v 1 u > -x1x0, x,cco), but not the 'independence property' that u and v are independent of x in the latent structure. When xi = x2 or x2 is a subvector of xi, the index property alone does not provide enough restrictions for identification ofDo [see Chamberlain (1986 ), Powell (1987 ), and Ichimura and Lee (1991 ]. For our model, letf(v, U) be the joint density of (v, u), letfU( .) be the marginal density of U, and let h( .) be the density of x~c(~. Then 7 7 vf(v,u)dudz:
'For our model, smce no moment restrlctlons are Imposed on the dlsturbances, constant terms m the equations are absorbed mto the dlsturbances 'Powell's approach assumes that u condltional on x has zero median, which IS weaker than the Independence assumption
For the index formulation, the property thatJ(v, u) is not a function of xlaO has not been imposed on estimation. Imposing this property of the model is the key for identification.
At first sight of (2.4), one might attempt to estimatef(u, u) and L(u) with observable residuals u and u by some nonparametric density estimates. Unfortunately, the problem is not so straightforward with truncated (or censored) data, because the joint density of (L;, u) given y, > 0 isf(v, u) 1 r, h(t) dt/D, where D = J", (JT,fu(t)dt) h(z)dz is the probability of the event y, > 0, and the density of u given y, > 0 is fu(u) J ", h(t) dt/D. Estimation of any relevant function of this model should take into account the distribution of xluO. Multiplying both the numerator and denominator of (2.4) by J,SmO h(z)dz, (2.4) can be rewritten as
With a random sample (y,,, yZZ, x,), y,, > 0, i = 1, . . . , n, consisting of independent observations drawn from a common population, (2.4') can be estimated nonparametrically.
At Xi, the proportion of sample observations of (xlao, u), which satisfy the conditions xlclo > Xliao and u > -xl,tlo, will provide a consistent estimate of the probability (conditional on xl) of the event u > -X,~CI~ and xlaO > xlr~o; i.e., by the strong law of large numbers. Similarly, The ratio of the latter sample average over the former sample average provides an estimate of (2.4') at x,. These sample averages are, however, not easy to work with due to their nonsmooth characteristic as functions of c(~. Instead of frequency estimators, we consider smooth kernel density estimators. The intuition behind these formulations is based on the observation that the density of (v,, u,) conditional on y,, > 0 and xlrao is the same as the density of any (t',, u,) conditional on XIiC (o, uJ > -x~~c(~ and xl,ao > x11tlo.3 In particular, the conditions xlclo > X~,CI~ and u > -xllclo imply y, = xlrO + u > 0.
'See also Lee (1992) for the estlmatlon of a truncated regresson model and a geometric mterpretatlon Before we proceed further, let us clarify some of the notations and conventions that will be adopted throughout this article. The random variables y, , y,, x, u, and u are referred to the random variables in the latent eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). Sample observations are always referred to truncated observations. rJ = (y,,, y2], x,) is a row vector of the jth sample observations; rrj = (yr,, x1, ) is a subvector of rJ. All the expectations and probability functions are taken with respect to the distribution of the latent random variables before truncation. P(S) denotes the probability of an event S under the distribution of the latent random variables. As a convention, with a realization X, appearing in any expectation or probability function, x, will be regarded as a parameter. For example, P(x,Q > x~~cI~) refers to the probability of the set {X I,Y~Q, > xI,rlOJ, and E(z: 1 u > -xI,xo, xlrO > .xlrxo) is the conditional expection of v conditional on the set {(u, x)1 u > -x~,cI~, X~CQ, > x1,2,)>.
I,( .) denotes the indicator of a set S. 2 and p are possible values of a,, and /I,,, respectively. Or x O2 is the parameter space of (CC', /I')'. We define the variables U(LY) = yr -xrc( and Q) = Y2 -x2& and their realizations uj(") = Yl, -xl~a and u,(P) = Y2, -x2,/?. g(. 1%) denotes the density function of (U(E), xrc~), and E( I., ., u) is a conditional expectation conditional on (u(a), x1 SI). The u, = U,(Q), UJ = u,(BCl), s 11 = Yl, -,~lJ~O -E(u I u > -xl,uo), and s2] = y2, -xZJ,& -E(v( u > -x,jClo) are regression residuals. More notations will be introduced in the due course.
Let K( .) be a kernel function on R2 and a, > 0 be a bandwidth parameter [Rao (1983) ]. For any random variable s, define
where d, > 0 is a trimming parameter, and &As I Xl,, 4 = C,(s I x1134 Cn(l I xii> a)' (2.6)
As shown in the subsequent sections under some regularity conditions and the design that a, and d, go to zero as n goes to infinity, E,(U(B)lxli, a) provides a consistent estimate of E(v(@I ( ) u c1 > -xlic (, xIc( > x,,(x) . Given a consistent estimate d of c(~, our proposed estimation method is a semiparametric least squares procedure:
where the set X is constructed by trimming the regressors in x1. The necessity of trimming the regressors will be explained in a later paragraph. The estimator /? from (2.7) has a closed form expression:
This two-stage procedure is similar in a certain way to the two-stage procedures in Robinson (1988) and Powell (1987) . Define a weight function:
The two-stage estimator b can be rewritten as The weighting functions in the two-stage procedures in Robinson (1988) and Powell (1987) are, however, quite different from ours. Our weighting function is specific to the sample selection model with a Tobit selection rule. Their weighting functions use index restrictions only. Our semiparametric estimation procedure can also be understood from an angle different from (2.7). At each x,, (2.1) and (2.2) imply (2.3): E(y,i 1~1, > 0, Xi) = xzipo + E(u 1 u > -x1icL0, x,). In addition, they imply also that
AS E(u IU > -XliMo,~lao > x,iao)= E(u~u > -xlicIo,xi) is an unknown function, it can be eliminated by taking the difference of (2.3) and (2.11) which gives Y2, -E(Y2lU > -xlPOIxla0 I== x190) = cx2, -E(x2 lxlaO ' xl~aO)lPO + &2i.
(2.12)
With E(y2 1 u > -Xliao, xlcto > x1icIo) and E(x, 1 xlaO > xl,ao) replaced, respectively, by the nonparametric estimates E,(y, ) xlr, 02) and En(x2 I xii, oi), a least squares procedure applied to (2.12) provides the estimate [in (2.8). From this point of view, we see that the estimation procedure has explored the information in (2.12) in addi$on to (2.3).
The fi can be shown to be consistent and asymptotically normally distributed under some regularity conditions if a,, and A, are chosen to converge to zero at certain rates as the sample size n increases.
To justify the statistical properties of our estimator, the following regularity conditions are assumed:
Assumption I
(1) The disturbances u and v in the latent equations are independent of x. (2) The samples (yri, y,i, x,), i = 1, . . , n, where y,, > 0 for all i, are i.i.d.4 (3) The first four order moments of (y2,, x,) exist. (4) B is a consistent estimate of cco. (5) For each a E Or, where Or is a compact neighborhood of cIo, the index xrc( is a continuous random variable. (6) X is chosen to be a compact subset of the support S of x1 such that max,,,.xxlao < max,L,sxl~~. (7) For each xIL E X, there exists, with postive probability, some x1 in the set {XJXICI~ >xli~o} such that P(y, > x~c(~-x~;cI~/x)> 0.
Assumption 2
(1) For each CI E 01, the density function g(w I a) of (yr -x1%, ~,a); and the conditional expectations E(x I w, a), E(y, 1 w 4, -Yy2xI I w 4, and -WIx2 I w, 4 conditional on (y, -xrc(, x1%) = w are twice differentiable in w on W = {w I w1 + w2 > 0 where w = (w,, w2)}.
(2) g(w 1 cc), E(x2 I w, a) and E(y, 1 w, a) are continuous in a E 0,.
40ur two-stage estimation method does not use informatlon of the event y, < 0 once a consistent estimate of LYE IS given The sample can simply consist of truncated observations.
Assumption 3
There exist Lebesgue measurable functions h,(w), j = 1, . . , 4, with the following domination and integrability properties:
(1) Domination properties: Let t = 1, x2, or y,. In some neighborhood N6(w) of w in W with radius 6 > 0 that does not depend on w, 6) sup sup lIE(tls,4gbI~)Il
properties:
(i) 7 7 hj(u, z)dndz < CC for j=l,2.
-?j _Z
(ii) 7 sup h,(u, z)dz < co and i sup h,(u, z) du < co -3u u -3cI Z for j = 3,4.
Assumption 4
(1) The kernel function K(w) on R* is bounded and has a bounded support. The matrix E(lAxi,) CXzi -E(.
is nonsingular.
The conditions in Assumption 1 are some basic regularity conditions for our model. The regressors in xIr are trimmed in Assumption l(6) to gurantee that, for each xl[ E X, P(xIccO > xriCl0 1 xl,) is strictly positive. Assumption l(7) together with X implies that P(u > -XliC(o) is also strictly bounded away from zero on X. This assumption is always satisfied if u is unbounded from above. Without trimming of x1, we have some technical difficulty to prove the uniform convergence of &(4B)lxr,, c(), which is a ratio of C,(u(p)lx,, cx) over C,(l 1x1,, c() to a well-defined limit. This is so, because at some boundary points of S, say XI, it is possible that the event x,c( > %,a will occur with zero probability.
At those points, l/C,( 1 1X1, cc) will not converge. For the points close to the boundary, even their limits may exist, the limiting values might be very large.5 Assumptions 224 are used to guarantee convergence of the nonparametric functions in (2.5) and (2.6) and their derivatives to some proper limit functions. The conditions in Assumption 3 permit interchange of order for limiting operators and integration operators by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (LDC). The rate of convergence of a, controls the rate of convergence of the nonparametric functions. The trimming parameter A,, is used to avoid complicated biases of the nonparametric functions along the boundary of yr > 0 so that some uniform rate of asymptotic biases can be established. To clarify this issue a little bit more, consider the point ( -xIpo, Xli~o). In any neighborhood of this point, some _ -values (u, z) of (u, xIao) with U < -xIr!xO would not be observable because jr = Z + U could be negative. The kernel density estimate (l/(n -1)~:) x C~"#I K(( -XlirO -u~)I"n~ tXlruO -xl,cco)/a,)
would not necessarily converge to the density of(u, x1x0) at ( -.Y~~z~, xlrxO) when the kernel puts some positive weight on every point in its neighborhood.
This difficulty might prevent the conditional expectation of C,( 11 xll, cto) (with A, = 0), conditional on xlr, to converge to j,",,,, JY,,,~J(tI)h(r2)dtI dt, with the rate of O(ai) as required in Proposition 2 of the appendix. The A, is designed to overcome such irregularity.6 For our proposed estimation method, since the rate of convergence of a, is not too slow, K( .) can simply be a density function. The regularity conditions of our assumptions are sufficient to prove that our two-stage estimator is &-consistent and is asymtotically equivalent to the sum of an asymptotic normal 'Instead of trimmmg x1, an alternattve suggestton m Powell (1987) can be apphed to our model Powell's approach 1s to wetght the squared residual at each pomt x, by Cj(1 Ix,,, 6) so as to ehmmate each denommator in the semtparametrrc least squares procedure. Followmg Powell's approach, the semtparametric least squares procedure would be a semiparametric weighted least squares procedure. However, such a weighting has nothmg to do with opttmal esttmation as m the classtcal Attken's estimator for linear regression models. 6An alternative approach, that mtght be useful to overcome thts dtfficulty, IS to select a kernel function K(t,, t2) wtth the property that tt vamshes whenever tl > 0. Such a kernel for the denstty esttmation of (a, x,rO) at ( -x ci Iz o, xllq,) will put zero wetght on any value (u, z) wtth U < -x,,rO However, such a kernel could not be a proper denstty function under the zero mean condmon m Assumptton 4(2). Kernel functtons wtth some negattve values would be needed. 
Consistency and identification
Asymptotic properties of b depend on properties of the nonparametric functions in (2.5) and (2.6). Let t = 1, y,, or x2. By a change of variables,
Since the second moments of y, and x2 are finite and J "; m 1 K(w)) dw < oc ,
For any random variable s and a constant A 2 0, denote
Under Assumptions 3 and 4, Proposition 2 of appendix
With the LDC theorem, Assumption 2(2) and Assumption 3 imply that C(tlx, 3 a, A) with t = 1, y2, or x2 are uniformly continuous on X x O1 x [0, 11.
The uniform law of large numbers in Proposition 1 of appendix 1 can be applied to (3.1) with d = 6= 0. Since oi is consistent, it follows that plim sup Cn(tlxl, 02) -
On X, Assumption l(7) guarantees that the probability j,",,, JZ",,,, g(u, zlcq,) x dudz is uniformly bounded away from zero. As u and v are independent of x, E(vlu > -x~,cL~, xlaO > x~~cL~) = E(vlu > -x~~c(~) and E(x,lu > -xlislo, xlclo > x~,cL~) = E(x~Ix~cL~ > xI,ao) for all x1,. Therefore plim sup l-K(yzlxl,, a) -E(YZIU > -xliao, ~1~0 > XI,~O)I = 0 (3.6) n-cc X,,EX and plim sup l&(x21x1,, 4 -E(x~(x~cL~ > x~~cc~)I = 0.
n-a, X,,EX (3.7)
Since GW)lxll, 4 = Wd~1,, ct) -Cn(x2 lxlir a)fi, (3.6) and (3.7) imply that
Since the first two moments of (yz, x2) are finite, (3.6H3.8) and Kolmogorov's law of large numbers imply that i t$l IX(Xli) CX2r -En(X2 1X1*, OilI Cx2i -Eno12 IXlr, OilI ", Af t3.10) (3.11)
The consistency of / follows from (3.9H3.11) and the identification condition in Assumption 5. The identification condition requires that the components of the random vector X2i -E(xzjxIao > xIIczo), with x1, E X, are not linearly dependent a.e. This identification condition is apparent as the estimation procedure is applied to the estimation of (2.12). For the special case that x1 is independent of x1, this condition will be reduced to the requirement that the variance matrix of x2 is nonsingular.
For models with a single regressor and x1 = x2 = x, the condition is simply E[Zx(x,)(x, -E(x[xQ, > x,~~))'] > 0, which holds as x, < E(x(x > Xi) and Xi > E(xlx < x,) for all x, E X. The identification of /I is based on information contained in both the bias-adjusted eqs. (2.3) and (2.11). Eq. (2.3) alone may not be enough for identification of /I when x 1 = x2 = x. For example, if E(u I u) is a linear function of u and E(u 1 u > -xao) is a linear function of XQ, E(olu > -xa, .x) will be a linear function of xa and p in (2.3) will not be identifiable due to perfect multicollinearity.' Eq. (2.11) provides additional identification restriction because even if E(ulu > -x,ao) were linear in XicIo, E(xlxccO > x,x0) would, in general, not be linear in x,(x0.
Asymptotic distribution
The asymptotic distribution of [ can be derived from (3.9). Denote and z(t) = (a/at) E(ul u > t, uo). The asymptotic distribution of Jn L&co, Do) can be analyzed with Propositions 5,6, and 7 in appendix 1. The details are in appendix 2.
'When u 1s either a umform variate or an exponential variate, E(ulu > -XQ) will be a hnear funtlon of xq,. The uniform variate case IS known in Olsen (1980) Professor Peter Schmidt has pointed out the exponential variate case to me.
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It follows from appendix 2 that where 2 means that the statistics on both sides have the same limiting distribution, P"(,
The asymptotic distribution of &L,,(& Do) depends on the joint distribution of & L,(ro, p,,) and &(c? -q,). To complete the asymptotic distribution fi, one needs to be specific about the distribution of &(oi -q,). As a specific example, consider the estimator 5 in Lee (1992) . Under the regularity conditions in that article, it was shown that
is the derivative of the regression function ofy, conditional on x and y, > 0 with respect to xlao, and
x IIXlr -ax1 1x1~0 > XlPO)I 1.
With this 5, appendix 2 proves that fi is asymptotically normal:
where
I is an identity matrix, A is the limit matrix in (3.10), B is the matrix in (4.4), C is defined in (4.10), and C = E(Y(ri) Y'(r,)) with
There are some interesting similarities between the asymptotic distribution of our two-stage semiparametric estimator and the asymptotic distribution is apparent as all the nonparametric functions in H,( .) have converged in probability uniformly in (x1,, t(, p) to their limit functions in H( . ).
Monte Carlo simulation
In this section, we report Monte Carlo results for the finite sample performance of our estimator. However, variances of equation disturbances can be controlled by selecting values for scale parameters. The scale parameters oi and o2 are set to 1.5 which imply that the R2 values for both latent eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) are 0.5. The correlation coefficient of the two equations' disturbances remains to be 0.5. For each simulated data point, the sample (y, , y2, si , s2) is kept only when y, > 0. The sample sizes considered are 30,50, 100, and 200. With these designs, as the latent variable y, has zero mean, the sample observations of y, are results of 50% truncation.
The bivariate kernel function used for our estimation is the product of two univariate biweight kernel density functions, i.e., K(t,, tz) = K,(t,)K,(t,), where
This density has a bounded support and is continuously differentiable. In addition to its smooth character, this kernel K is chosen for its computational efficiency.* *The nonparametrtc functton m (3 1) mvolves double Integrals When the bivartate kernel function is a product of two umvartate kernel functtons, the double integrals become the product of two umvartate integrals. With K, in (6.3). the umvartate Integral has a sample closed form expression whtch is a polynomtal functton. Thts btvariate kernel functton IS not the unique choice Many other kernel functrons ~111 also be useful. It is known in the denstty esttmation hterature [see, eg, Stlverman (1986) ] that different kernel functions have only some mmor dtfferences in terms of effictency m denstty esttmatton.
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two-stage estlmatlon of sample selectron models with $ < p < 4 and c being a constant factor independent of the sample size, will satisfy the rate requirement that nai -+ cc and nat -+ 0. For our experiments, p = 0.3 is set. However, we experiment with different values of c to investigate the sensitivity of our estimator to the chosen bandwidth parameter. The parameter d is set to 0.1 az.99. For our semiparametric estimation, the regressors are trimmid whenever Ix1 1 > 1.9 or Ix2 1 > 1.8 to satisfy Assumption 1, which implies that approximately 15% of the data will be trimmed. For each case, 300 data sets with the same sample size are generated. All the summary statistics reported below for each case are based on 300 estimates. First-stage estimates of the truncated regression function are in Lee (1992) . Both the first-stage and the second-stage semiparametric methods use the same kernel function and the same bandwidth a,,. Table 1 reports stmulation results of the two-stage semiparametric estimation of (6.2) with various sample sizes and distributions.
The c in (6.4) is 1. The true PI and f12 are both 1. The summary statistics reported in the table are the mean value (Mean) the standard deviation (SD), and the root mean square error (RMSE)."
The biases of the estimates can be derived by comparing their mean values with the true parameters. There are some small sample biases. For the sample size 30, the largest bias is about 0.164. The biases tend to decrease as the Variances decrease as the sample size increases. Comparing the variances and the root mean squared errors across different distributions, the estimation procedure performs best for the model with the mixed negative gamma-normal distribution followed by the model with the normal distribution. The negative gamma-normal distribution is skew to the left before truncation. On the other hand, the gamma-normal distribution is skew to the right. As the disturbances of the two equations in our model are positively correlated, the sample selection mechanism implies that the left tails of the disturbances are truncated. The better performance for the model with the negative gamma-normal distribution may be related to the fact that such a distribution has a thinner upper tail and a smaller variance after selection than the other two cases. Table 2 reports simulation results derived with six different bandwidth factors. The c varies from 0.10 to 4.00. This range seems to be quite wide. The sample size is 100. The two-stage estimates do not seem to be very sensitive to the different bandwidths.
The biases are small. The standard deviations and the RMSEs are similar m magnitude. In practice, one may report all these estimates or select one of them by some intuitive criteria. One possibility is to select the best-fitted model in terms of the residual sum of squares (RSS). Another possibility is to take average values of the estimates. The row marked 'Min' reports the performance of the estimates derived from the best-fitted criterion. The row marked 'Ave' reports the performance of the averaged estimates. These results are quite encouraging.
The biases are reasonably small. The variances and RMSEs are even slightly less than most of the variances and RMSEs of the estimates based on fixed bandwidth factors. These two strategies seem good for our estimation procedure. In table 3, we compare our semiparametric two-stage estimates with ordinary least square (OLS) estimates and some parametric estimates of (6.2). The OLS procedure ignores the sample selection bias and is inconsistent.
For all the sample sizes and the distributions considered, the OLS estimates of fll are biased downward and the OLS estimates of p2 are biased upward. On average, the biases are about 23%, 30%, and 20%, respectively, for the normal, gammanormal, and negative gamma-normal models. The biases persist as the sample size increases. Comparing the OLS estimates with our semiparametric two-stage estimates, the OLS estimates have smaller SDS for all the cases. However, for sample sizes 100 and 200, the biases dominate the SDS, which results in larger RMSEs than the RMSEs of the semiparametric estimates."
"The btases of the OLS esttmates would be severer, as the sample selectton btas becomes harsher. t.e, the correlatton of u and c becomes larger Thts can be seen from the Monte Carlo stmulatton results for the truncated regressron model m Lee (1992) whtch corresponds essenttally to the case that u and r are perfectly correlated For the latter case, the semtparametrtc esttmates (the first-stage estimates) can even have smaller RMSEs than the OLS esttmates [see table 3 tn Lee (l992)] for the sample stze 50 Table 2 Results with various bandwidth In The estimates reported with the legend 'PN-ROLS' differ from the estimates 'PN-OLS' in that the intercept term of (6.2) is known and restricted to be zero. For the normal distribution model, this parametric two-stage procedure provides consistent estimates. However, for the mixed gamma-normal and mixed negative gamma-normal distributions, this procedure is, in general, inconsistent.
The PN-OLS estimates do not perform well for our simulated models.13 The variances and RMSEs for these estimates are larger than those of the semiparametric estimates. The restricted PN-ROLS estimates perform much better. The PN-OLS estimates apparently suffer from the problem of multicollinearity. l4 B knowing the intercept term to be zero, y this exclusion restriction reduces the severity of multicollinearity for the parametric two-stage estimation.
The PN-ROLS estimates have smaller variances than the semiparametric estimates in all cases. There is some evidence that for the misspecified distributions, the parametric two-stage estimates are biased.15 The biases of the estimates of p2 of the mixed distributions models are larger "Some of the first-stage parametrtc estrmates of r are reported in Lee (1992) .
131n table 3, we have reported only esttmates of the regresston coeffictents The esttmates of the intercept term and the coefficient of the sample selectron adjustment term are even worse. Then vartances are three or four ttmes larger than the vartances of the regression coeffictent esttmates.
14The parametric two-stage method has not uttlized the additional structure (2 12). It suffers from the multtcollmeartty Issue mentroned m section 3 15The estimates of the coeffictent of the sample selectton btas adJustment term are also btased Whtle the true coeffictent tmphed by our data-generatmg process IS 0.75, the estimates of the mtxed gamma-normal model and the mtxed negattve gamma-normal model are about 0.83 and 0675, respectively. Table 3 OLS. parametric normal two-stage, and semlparametrlc estimates. than the biases of the semiparametric estimates. For the sample size 200, the biases of the estimates of pi are also larger than the biases of the semiparametric estimates. These biases are, however, not very large; hence, in terms of RMSE, the parametric PN-ROLS estimates still perform better for all the cases considered."
As we have pointed out before, sample selection models are index models. Since semiparametric methods based on index restrictions have broad applicability, it is worthwhile to compare our semiparametric estimates with semiparametric estimators derived with index restrictions. Identification in index models requires exclusion restrictions of explanatory variables on the outcome eq. (6.2). For comparison, simulated data are generated from a mode1 with (6.2) replaced by
The pi can be identified with the index formulation. A semiparametric two-stage estimator of pi based on the index restriction [see Powell (1987) (6.11)
The function K*(t) is a proper density function, which is twice continuously differentiable with a bounded third-order derivative. The kernel function KT is a high-order kernel with its first three moments being zero. The way of constructing such a high-order kernel function from a density function is suggested in Bierens (1987) . This kernel function and its bandwidth rate (6.11) satisfy the regularity conditions in lchimura and Lee (1991) increase as the bandwidth factor increases. Comparing these estimates with our semiparametric estimates from (2.8), the latter estimates have smaller biases and smaller RMSEs. Taking into account the independence property, our proposed semiparametric estimates seem likely to be more efficient than the estimates that have utilized only the index restriction."
Appendix I
In this appendix, several propositions are collected here for convenient reference. The proofs of these propositions have been established in our previous works. (y,,, . . . , yI,, a,,, a) (1) Proof: This is lemma 1 in Lee (1992). proof This is lemma 6 in Lee (1992) with some slight generalization. The result follows from the Markov and Cauchy inequalities. 
1=1 J#l

Proof
This is proposition 6 in Lee (1989). ,a-u,(n) x .4(u, xlrr + 4,l4du
Ill = O(a,2). 
xd -xlr~o, zl~o)dz + E(ulu > -xI~o)(xI, -E(x, lxlro = XIPO))
x 'T,., g(u> wola,)du).
(A.61
The density g(u, z I ao) equals the product of the marginal density&(. ) of u and the marginal density h(z) of xIuo, i.e., dU> zlmo) =.L(uPW (A.7) Using (A.7) and that (u, u) is independent of x in the latent model, G(x,,, !xo) can be simplified to X A( -XI~~O) CXli -E(XI IXI~O > XI,~O)I~ ('4.8) where i(z) =fu(z)/J,"fU(t)dt is the hazard function of u. The expectation of u conditional on u > z, where z is a constant argument, is E(ulu > z) = Jz J Yo, uf(u, u) du du/j," f,(t) dt. It follows that aE (u(u > z) _i: uf(u, 4du =- 
= -[E(ulu = z) -E(ulu > z)]A(z).
(A.9) where r(z) denotes aE(ulu > z)/az. With the uniform convergence of the nonparametric functions and their derivatives, the first term on the right-hand side of (A.l) will converge in probability to E(IX(xli)[x2~ -E(x~Ix~c(~ > x~itto)] x 7( -XIPO)
CXll -E(x, lxlaO > xlpO)]
and the second term will converge in probability to a zero limit. This establishes (4.3).
The asymptotic distribution of &L,,(Q, PO) can be analyzed as follows. With the order of bias in (3.4) and the order of variance in (3.2), Proposition 5 implies that as lim,,,na,, s = 0 A 13) converges in probability to zero. Simi-( . larly, the other components in the remainder converge to zero in probability.
Some of the terms in (l/&) CL1 S,,(yZr, xi, cq,, j&) will also converge to zero in probability.
Since v is independent of x in the latent model, E,(vlxI,, LQ, d,) = E(vlu > -x1,x0). It follows that
x (Cn(l IXlr, a01 -C(ll.~l,, uo> 43)) The CLT in Proposition 7 can be applied to derive the asymptotic distribution of (A.22). For Y, , 2(rL. rj) , it has been shown in Lee (1992) that E (Y,,2(r,, rJ) (a,2), var(Y,,2(r,, r,) A.25) 
